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Abstract 
It is shown that the shape of the prompt fission neutron spectra in 239Pu(n,f) from a recent publication is biased because of the 
way the neutron detection efficiency was experimentally determined. A more realistic detection efficiency is proposed and the 
239Pu prompt fission neutron spectra are reanalyzed accordingly. The obtained results are found to be in good agreement with 
earlier measurements and major evaluated data libraries. 
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1. Introduction 
The properties of the prompt fission neutrons, mainly their multiplicity and kinetic energy spectrum, reflect the 
mechanisms involved in the fission phenomenon and govern the design of the nuclear systems. It appears however 
that current knowledge of the prompt fission neutron energy spectra (PFNS) is far more imprecise than that of some 
other key observables such as fission cross sections or prompt fission neutron multiplicity (see e.g. Capote et al. 
2011). Improving this knowledge is thus of great interest in order to improve our understanding of nuclear fission 
and our capabilities of describing more precisely the functioning of applied nuclear systems.  
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In a recent publication, measurements of the prompt fission neutron energy spectrum for neutron-induced fission 
of 239Pu for a range of incident neutron energies from 1 to 200 MeV has been reported (Chatillon et al. (2014)). 
Because of the paucity of experimental data on PFNS and in particular in the case of 239Pu(n,f) these new data are 
very valuable. However, their interest is greatly diminished by the fact that the detection efficiency curve on which 
they rely behaves non physically. The shape of the resulting PFNS differs significantly from earlier measurements as 
well as from the major evaluated data libraries and this behavior seems directly related to the peculiarity of the 
efficiency curve. Because of the high impact of the prompt fission neutron spectrum shape on calculations it is of 
crucial interest to disentangle this problem so as to be able to exploit with confidence the whole information 
contained in these new experimental data. The present work demonstrates that the peculiarity of the neutron 
detection efficiency curve reported in Chatillon et al. (2014) originates in a bias inherent in the experimental method 
followed to measure this efficiency. As a result, a reanalysis of the data on 239Pu PFNS is proposed on the basis of a 
more realistic neutron detection efficiency. The obtained results are then compared to existing experimental data and 
models. 
2. New PFNS measurements 
The measurements from Chatillon et al. (2014) are so far unique. The experiment utilizes the FIGARO setup 
(Rochman et al. (2002)) at the broad energy spectrum neutron source WNR of the Los Alamos neutron science 
center. It is based on a double time of flight method. Neutron-induced fission of 239Pu is triggered by the signal 
generated by fission fragments in a multi-electrode fission chamber. Two neutron time-of-flight measurements are 
constructed using this signal. Its time delay compared with the accelerator high frequency signal is a measure of the 
incident neutron time of flight. The second time-of-flight is obtained by measuring the delay of the signal in the 
neutron detectors with respect to the fission signal and yields a measurement of the emitted neutrons kinetic energy. 
The neutron detectors of FIGARO are organic liquid scintillators EJ-301 chemically equivalent to well known 
NE-213. For the determination of the efficiency response of these detectors a specific experiment was performed 
with no neutron beam using a 252Cf source. The goal of this experiment was to measure the PFNS of 252Cf 
spontaneous fission. The ratio of this measurement to the recommended 252Cf standard from Mannhart (1987) 
supposedly provides the shape of the detection efficiency response as a function of neutron energy. The relative 
efficiency curve determined in this way is shown in Fig. 1a (data points). This shape is not consistent with that 
reported in literature for this type of detector (see e.g. Knoll (2004)). Indeed, a steady increase of the efficiency is 
observed for neutron energies larger than 4 MeV whereas in literature the efficiency decreases softly with increasing 
neutron energy.  
Fig. 1. a: Neutron detection efficiency for a 5 cm thick NE-213 equivalent detector calculated with the NEFF computer program (black curve); 
data points with error bars correspond to the detection efficiency from Chatillon et al. (2014). b: Ratio of experimental efficiency over calculated 
efficiency (points); inferred distortion on PFNS due to delayed gamma rays (curve). 
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Results on 239Pu PFNS presented in Chatillon et al. (2014) are given for 21 groups of incident neutron energies 
ranging from 1 MeV to 60 MeV. These PFNS are compared with evaluations in double linear frames. No large 
discrepancies are visible in this type of representation because of the poor scale resolution. Another figure displays 
the PFNS for 3 groups of incident energies (1-2 MeV, 2-3 MeV, 3-4 MeV) in logarithmic y-scale. In this case a 
significant discrepancy is observed with respect to evaluation as well as to earlier measurements, the new results 
being significantly lower in the part of the spectra above 4 MeV. However, because of the problematic detection 
efficiency curve the authors don't conclude on these discrepancies. In fact, because of the efficiency problem the 
shapes of the measured PFNS are subject to great caution and only the evolution of this shape as a function of 
incident neutron energy can be considered valid because it remains independent of neutron detection efficiency. 
3.  Detection efficiency of NE-213 scintillation detectors 
NE-213 detectors have been used and studied for decades. Detection efficiencies for this type of detectors have 
been published in many places. A number of computer programs have been developed in order to precisely model 
NE-213 detection efficiency as a function of neutron energy. Efficiency calculated with NEFF (Dietze and Klein 
(1982)) for a detector thickness equal to that of the FIGARO detectors is compared in Fig. 1a with the efficiency 
from Chatillon et al. (2014). The threshold in the calculation has been chosen so that the two efficiency curves 
match in their rise below 1 MeV. Also, the experimental efficiency which is only relative has been normalized to the 
calculation in the 2-4 MeV region. As can be seen the shapes are significantly discrepant above 4 MeV. The 
calculated efficiency decrease softly with increasing neutron energy whereas the experimental efficiency from 
Chatillon et al. (2014) is characterized by a steady rise above 4 MeV. Such a behavior can neither be explained by 
the detector properties nor by the distortions that could be induced on the PFNS because of neutron scattering. 
4. Origin of the efficiency problem 
In the 252Cf experiment used to determine the detection efficiency, an encapsulated source was used and, in order 
to detect the fission events and provide a start to the neutron time of flight measurement, a LaBr3 detector was used 
for fission gamma ray detection. It must be outlined that this constitutes a difference compared with the 239Pu 
experiment in which direct fission fragment detection is used. The LaBr3 detector was situated at a distance of 25 cm 
from the 252Cf source. The method assumed that fission time was given by gamma ray detection time minus the 
gamma rays time of flight over the 25 cm distance, about 0.8 ns. This assumption would be correct if all the detected 
gamma rays were prompt fission gamma rays. However the existence of delayed gamma rays makes legitimate the 
question of a possible bias in the neutron time-of-flight measurement, resulting in an increase at short times of flight 
and thus high neutron energies. The peculiarity in the efficiency curve could indeed be explained by the presence of 
delayed gamma rays resulting in an artificial enhancement of the measured 252Cf PFNS above 4 MeV, that is to says 
for  times of flight shorter than ~35 ns.  
The existence of delayed gamma-rays in fission is well known. They originate mainly in the deexcitation of the 
fission products after their radioactive (mainly beta -) decay and are thus emitted according to the decay half lives 
involved. Considering the total fission delayed gamma ray yield and the wide range of half lives involved, their 
influence during the first tens of nanoseconds can be considered negligible in a first approximation. However there is 
another source of delayed fission gamma rays in the gamma deexcitation of the isomers present among the primary 
fission products. Several isomers with half lives less than 1 microsecond are produced with substantial yields in 252Cf  
spontaneous fission. This results in a copious delayed gamma ray yield within the 40 ns time window after fission. 
Measurements of the characteristics of the delayed gamma rays from 3 to 2000 ns in 252Cf spontaneous fission are 
reported in John et al. 1970. This data consists of 144 gamma lines for which energy, half life and intensity per 
fission have been measured. Because of the isomeric origin of these gamma rays their energies are mainly situated 
below 200 keV. Their intensities per fission can reach up to 1.3 %. 
In order to understand the possible experimental bias due to delayed gamma rays on neutron time-of-flight 
measurement, a simulation has been performed and is described here. A multiplicity of eight has been taken into 
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account for the 252Cf prompt fission gamma rays. The contribution of each of the 144 delayed gamma lines is 
determined by the activity formula and using the parameters from John et al. (1970).  
An efficiency correction factor is applied in order to account for the more favorable LaBr3 detection efficiency for 
the isomeric gamma rays with respect to prompt fission gamma rays because of significantly different average 
energies. This efficiency factor amounts to about 3 reflecting the decrease of the LaBr3 detection efficiency from 200 
keV to 800 keV. Finally the time resolution of the gamma detector is taken into account by convoluting a Gaussian 
with sigma equal to 0.6 ns to the overall time distribution. The resulting time distribution of detected gamma rays 
with respect to fission time is given in Fig. 2 (red curve).  
Moreover, it has been shown in Oberstedt et al. (2013) that fission neutrons induce delayed gamma ray signal in 
LaBr3 detectors through (n,n') reactions with the Br nuclei contained in the detector itself. A delayed gamma-ray 
contribution of this kind has been inferred based on the results given in that publication. Also, a contribution of time 
independent background noise has been added, the level of which was taken equal to that reported in the same 
publication. These different contributions as well as the resulting time spectrum with respect to fission time are 
represented in Fig. 2.   
Fig. 2: Inferred time distribution of gamma rays with respect to fission time (black curve) and its different components (prompt fission gamma 
rays, isomeric delayed gamma rays, gamma rays from fission neutron-induced (n,n') in detector-contained Br, time-independent background 
noise). 
In order to evaluate the overall effect on PFNS measurement, a 252Cf PFNS has been modeled by a Maxwellian 
distribution in neutron kinetic energy with a temperature equal to 1.42 MeV. This distribution is converted into a 
time distribution with respect to fission time taking into account the 100 cm flight path from the 252Cf source to the 
neutron detector. In the FIGARO 252Cf experiment, it is assumed that fission time equals gamma-ray detection time  
tȖminus gamma time of flight TOFȖ, hence neutron time of flight can be written: 
ܱܶܨ௡ ൌ ݐ௡ െ ݐఊ ൅ ܱܶܨఊ
Here the gamma-ray detection time is distributed according to the spectrum of Fig. 2 thus, the TOFn expression 
has to be convoluted with this spectrum. The obtained TOFn distribution is then converted into a neutron energy 
spectrum which can be compared to the input energy spectrum. The ratio of the output energy spectrum over the 
input spectrum is a measure of the distortion induced by the delayed gamma rays. It can be seen in Fig. 1b that it 
behaves similarly as the efficiency ratio. The two curves are very close up to 6 MeV neutron energy. Above 6 MeV, 
the distortion is underestimated by the simulation. However additional sources of delayed gamma rays, not taken 
into account in the simulation, may explain this underestimate. First, the data from John et al. (1970) on the isomeric 
fission fragment gamma rays may be incomplete. Moreover, as shown in Oberstedt et al. (2013), neutron-induced 
excitation of Fe isotopes is known to generate gamma rays, in particular in the deexcitation of the first excited state 
of 56Fe which produces a 847 keV gamma ray. Depending on the amount of iron situated in the vicinity of the 
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gamma-ray detector this delayed gamma ray contribution may be significant within the first tens of nanoseconds 
after fission. To correspond to a delayed time of about 35 ns with respect to fission, iron must be situated at a 
distance on the order of 50 cm from the detector. Such a contribution is very likely though difficult to evaluate 
without a precise knowledge of the materials surrounding the detectors. 
The conclusion of this simulation is that the "non physical" behavior of the efficiency reported in Chatillon et al. 
(2014) can be attributed to the method for detecting fission via gamma-rays in the experiment dedicated to efficiency 
measurement. The existence of submicrosecond isomers in the fission fragments is the primary cause for the 
efficiency distortion. This distortion is enhanced above 6 MeV neutron energy by other factors such as the inevitable 
presence of uncorrelated gamma background, as well as the existence of another type of gamma background, 
correlated with fission neutrons and originating in the detector itself and in the materials present in the vicinity of the 
detector. The efficiency determined in Chatillon et al. (2014) is affected by a strong bias for energies above 4 MeV. 
For these energies a calculated efficiency is with no doubt closer to reality and we propose in the following a 
reanalysis of 239Pu PFNS based on the calculated detection efficiency presented in Fig. 1a. 
5. Reanalysis of 239Pu PFNS 
Three 239Pu PFNS from figure 5 in Chatillon et al. (2014) respectively corresponding to 1-2 MeV, 2-3 MeV and 
3-4 MeV incident neutron energy bins have been reanalyzed. Each PFNS has been multiplied bin by bin by the ratio 
of the calculated efficiency over the published experimental efficiency determined at each energy bin by means of 
interpolations. In doing so the relative statistical efficiency has been preserved. The obtained PFNS are compared to 
the original ones from Chatillon et al. (2014) in Fig. 3 where the normalization of both PFNS (reanalyzed and not 
reanalyzed) has been adjusted to that of ENDF-B/VII.1 between 1.5 and 4 MeV of emitted energy. As can be seen 
the PFNS from Chatillon et al. (2014) are largely below the evaluation for emitted energies above 4 MeV (often by 
more than 3 standard deviations) whereas the reanalyzed PFNS are slightly above. However, the disagreement 
between reanalyzed PFNS and ENDF-B/VII.1 is moderate and always below 1.5 standard deviations.   
Fig. 3. Reanalyzed 239Pu(n,f) PFNS (red plain dots) compared to original PFNS as from Chatillon et al. (2014) (open circles) and ENDF/B-VII 
evaluation (curve); top panels display spectra whereas bottom panels display ratios to Maxwellian with 1.38 MeV temperature parameter from 
left to right, 1-2 MeV, 2-3 MeV and 3-4 MeV. 
In Fig. 4 the reanalyzed spectra are compared with available experimental data. Three data sets are considered. 
First, the measurements by Staples et al. (1995) which were obtained using the TOF method but with a bulk 239Pu 
sample and quasi monoenergetic neutrons emitted in pulsed mode. The advantage of this method is that it yields a 
large count rate because of the large mass of 239Pu involved. The drawback is a large amount of scattered neutrons 
which requires to be corrected from and the impossibility to measure fission neutrons to energies below the incident 
neutron energy. The second data set is from the NUEX experiments which were performed during nuclear bomb 
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tests. These data are released for 1.5 MeV incident neutron energy in Lestone and Shores (2013) although the 
measurements were actually performed with broad neutron energy spectra from device explosions. They are 
advantageously characterized by a high statistics however, it is difficult, from the poor information available in the 
report, to judge about the validity of the correction which was applied to the data in order to infer the results for 1.5 
MeV incident neutron energy. The third data set is from an earlier FIGARO experiment reported in Noda et al. 
(2011). The method followed is essentially the same as in Chatillon et al. (2014), except for the detection efficiency 
which was calculated. Statistics of these data is poor and systematic error is expected to be larger than that of 
Chatillon et al. (2014) because of significantly larger neutron background. 
It can be seen that for the three energy bins the reanalyzed data are in very good agreement with the data from  
Staples et al. At 1.5 MeV a good agreement with the NUEX data is also observed.  
6. Conclusion 
It has been shown that the 239Pu(n,f) PFNS measurements reported in Chatillon et al. (2014) suffer from an 
experimental bias originating in the method for determining the neutron detection efficiency response as a function 
of neutron energy. This bias is due to the triggering of fission via gamma ray detection in the dedicated experiment 
performed on 252Cf. The presence of delayed gamma rays induced by the deexcitation of isomeric fission fragments 
and by the (n,n') reactions provoked by the fission neutrons onto some isotopes present in the gamma ray detector 
and in the environment artificially enhances the measured efficiency for neutrons above 4 MeV and consequently 
decreases the 239Pu spectral shape above 4 MeV of emitted neutron energy. It must be outlined that this bias is not 
present in the earlier publications from the same collaboration because of a different method of efficiency 
determination (Ethvignot et al. (2003), Ethvignot et al. (2005) and Ethvignot et al. (2008)). A more realistic 
efficiency based on a calculation using a well established computer program has been proposed and some of the 
PFNS data of the original publication have been reanalyzed on this basis. It is found that the reanalyzed spectral 
shapes agree well with earlier measurements and with evaluated data from the ENDF-B/VII.1 library. This 
reanalysis clarifies the situation regarding fast neutron induced 239Pu PFNS. It refutes the indication that the PFNS 
may be in reality softer in their high energy part than predicted by the major data libraries. 
Fig.4. Reanalyzed 239Pu(n,f) PFNS (red dots) for three bins of incident neutron energy, from left to right, 1-2 MeV, 2-3 MeV and 3-4 MeV, 
compared with earlier experimental data (see text).
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